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Highway Rights.
by Harper's
made
A suggestion
Weekly that roadside advertisements
are worth one half a cent apiece has
denuded a mile of country of dlsfigur-io- g

advertisements tacked to trees or
Advertisers ruthglued? to rocks.
lessly destroy beauty up and "down
people's parks
the
fences and trees are disfigured by tall,
green, red and yellow letters. Besides the outrage to nature it is an
inroad of one advertiser upon the
rights of others. For the highway
belongs to all and can only be monopolized by gift of a franchise, presented by a misguided council to a
corporation. It is not a path through
a wilderness that is valuable but the
track beaten by thousands of people,
and the side of the path is a good
advertising medium because pedestrians have eyes and their bodies
must be clothed, fed and medicated.
Since the days when the strongest
built a castle and enclosed all the
land not similarly enclosed by another strong man, the rights of the
many are ignored and made into privileges for the few. The distruction
of a free people's view by
advertisers is a survival of feudwhich a meek and
aggression
al
long suffering people still endure..
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Imperialism.

President McKinley's expression of

this country's purposes in regard to
China should be enough to refute the

charges of imperialism made against
him. All we want in China is an
onen door, wide enough to let in our
produce and manufactures and pro- lection for citizens of the United
States, who for either p'easure or
business are In China. Through no
missionary intention the one hundred millions of Chinese will be elevated and educated through the fact
of the open door braced open and
kept open by the powers. The world
has threatened China's isolation for a
hundred jears. The Chinese epoch of
intercourse with the world has arrived. There is a stirring of the nations like that at the end of the

fiftentlrcentary when" America" was
discovered and a new world with im- -
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